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STUDENT RESEARCHERS

Campus Research Day highlights graduate and undergraduate research

On April 14, 2015, Campus Research Day began with the Keynote Address given by Jack W. Plunkett, author of the Axiom Business Book Award winning title, *The Next Boom*.

The presentations and posters represented the scholarly works of 252 students, including 41 graduates and 211 undergraduates, from 12 academic departments.

Special thanks to Katie McGrath, Campus Research Day Chair, for organizing this important event for our student...
8 MUST READ BOOKS

Sustainable Living

Recommended by:
Professor Jessica Spears
Research Services Librarian

The Conundrum
David Owen

Earth from Above
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

Folks, This Ain’t Normal: A Farmer’s Advice for Happier Hens, Healthier People, and a Better World
Joel Salatin

The Conundrum
Yann Arthus-Bertrand

TR810 .A7713 2010

Upcycling: Create Beautiful Things with the Stuff You Already Have
Danny Seo

Junkyard Planet: Travels in the Billion-Dollar Trash Trade
Adam Minter

TX369 .S25 2011

HD9975 .A2 M495 2013

A Climate of Crisis: America in the Age of Environmentalism
Patrick Allitt

Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things
William McDonough & Michael Braungart

GE197 .A58 2014

TD794.5 .M395 2002

Local
Douglas Gayeton

HD9005 .G39 2014

Counseling & Therapy

Films available electronically or in the media department

Recommended by:
Professor Stan Cottrell
Media & Technical Services Librarian

The Family Puppet Interview:
You Can Learn a Lot from a Lobster
Available in Films on Demand

Other recommendations:
Power of Forgiveness
Films on Demand

The Gift of Therapy

Evidence-Based Treatment Planning for Depression
Psychotherapy.net

Irvin Yalom: Live Case Consultation
Media RC 480.5 .I78 2005 & Available in Psychotherapy.net

Creative Healing in Mental Health: Art and Drama in Assessment and Therapy
Available in Films on Demand

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy with Donald Meichenbaum
Psychotherapy.net

The Gift of Therapy
Joel Salatin

Adlerian Therapy by Jon Carlson
Psychotherapy.net
**Parenting & Family**

Titles available in the periodicals department

**Brain, Child**
*Spring 2015*

Recommended articles:
- “Should You be Friends with Your Teen?” by Soviero & Rosas
- “The Gap Year” by Mayor
- “This is Adolescence” by various authors

**Chattanooga**
*April/May 2015*

Recommended articles:
- “Feeling the Summer Childcare Pinch?” by Mitchell
- “Launching STEM for Students” by Petticord

**Parents**
*May 2015*

Recommended articles:
- “Be Cautious of Rewards: The Long-Term Impact of Good-Behavior Gifts” by Richins
- “The Timesaving Kitchen” by Wolter

**Preventing School Failure**
*Volume 59, Number 2*

Recommended articles:
- “The ABCs of RTI” by Turse & Albrecht
- “Teaching Vocabulary and Morphology in Intermediate Grades” by Palumbo, Kramer-Vida, & Hunt

**Real Simple**
*May 2015*

Recommended article:
- “Teach Your Kids to Love their Bodies” by Cohen

**Science & Children**
*April/May 2015*

Recommended articles:
- “Ring! Ring! Science Calling!” by Seipel
- “The Power of Water” by Warren, Burfield, & Miller-Struttmann

---

**Nursing Careers**

Nursing resources available in library databases

**AAACN Viewpoint**
*Available in CINAHL*

Recommended articles: January/February 2015
- “A New Year, A New Career?” by Johnson
- “Strength in Numbers: 40 Years of Excellence” by Marianne Sherman

**Nursing Standard**
*Available Medline*

Recommended articles: March 2014
- “Pursuing a Career in Nursing Research” by Fawcett & McCulloch
- “Flexible Options Needed to Support Nurses Working Until They are 68” by Sprinks

**Global Conference on Business & Finance Proceedings**
*Available in Business Source Complete*

Recommended article: 2015, Volume 10, Issue 1
- “The Implication of an Advanced Degree for Nurses in Health Care” by Kowalewski & Michalik

**MEDSURG Nursing**
*Available in Academic Search Complete*

Recommended article: July/August 2014
- “Advancing Your Career: Consider Advanced Practice Nursing” by Letizia

---

Recommended by:
Professor Deyse Bravo-Rivera
Periodicals & Special Collections Librarian

Recommended by:
Professor Donald Martin
Electronic Services Librarian

---

May 2015
All the Truth is Out
Matt Bai

Defend and Befriend
John Southard
DS559.63.S68 2014

Empowering Revolution
Gregory F. Domber
E183.8 .P7D65 2014

Empowering Religious Freedom:
Jefferson's Statute in Virginia
Thomas E. Buckley
KFV2812 .R45B83 2013

**History, Government, Law, & Politics**

**America 1844: Religious Fervor, Western Expansion, and the Presidential Election That Transformed the Nation**
John Bicknell
The presidential election of 1844 was one of the two or three most momentous elections in American history. Had Henry Clay won instead of James K. Polk, we’d be living in a very different country today. Author and journalist John Bicknell details even more compelling, interwoven events that occurred during this momentous year.

E400.B53 2015

**Defend and Befriend**
John Southard
DS559.63.S68 2014

**Empowering Revolution**
Gregory F. Domber
E183.8 .P7D65 2014

**Empowering Religious Freedom: Jefferson’s Statute in Virginia**
Thomas E. Buckley
KFV2812 .R45B83 2013

**Health Sciences**

**Always the Fat Kid: The Truth about the Enduring Effects of Childhood Obesity**
Jacob Warren & Bryant K. Smalley
This book is a wake-up call about the long-term effects of childhood obesity. We are just beginning to recognize the full extent of the long-term physical, psychological, and social problems that overweight children will endure throughout their lives.

RJ399 .C6W37 2013

**Other Recommendations:**

**Artificial Ingredients**
Lauri S. Scherer
TX553 .A3A78 2013

**Being Mortal**
Atul Gawande
R726.8.G39 2014

**Technology**

**Professional Plone 4 Development**
Martin Aspeli
This book cuts short the preamble and gets straight to the point - building robust, content-rich web applications with Plone 4.

TK5105.888.A87 2011

**Machines As the Measure of Men**
Michael Adas
This work explores the ways in which European perceptions of their scientific and technological superiority shaped their interactions with people overseas.

T15.A33 1990
A.D. 30: A Novel
Ted Dekker
PS3554 .E43A64 2014

Experiencing Leonard Bernstein
Kenneth Lafave
ML410 .B566L33 2015

Chaucer's Tale: 1386 and the Road to Canterbury
Paul Strohm
A microbiography of Chaucer that tells the story of the tumultuous year that led to the creation of The Canterbury Tales.
PR1905.S77 2014

Create Your Future the Peter Drucker Way
Bruce Rosenstein
Incorporates the master's time-tested principles into a step-by-step daily plan that can change your life forever.
HD31.R72335 2014

Fearless Performance Reviews
Jeff Russell & Linda Russell
HF5549.5 .R3R8697 2014

How Google Works
Eric Schmidt & Jonathan Rosenberg
HD9696.8 .U64G66647 2014

Finding Zero: A Mathematician's Odyssey to Uncover the Origins of Numbers
Amir d. Aczel
Finding Zero is an adventure filled saga of Amir Aczel's lifelong obsession: to find the original sources of our numerals.
QA141.2.A29 2015

The People's Republic of Chemicals
William J. Kelly & Chip Jacobs
This work explores the high cost of China's ecological calamity that is imperiling a warming planet.
TD883.7 .C6K45 2014

Grace Hopper and the Invention of the Information Age
Kurt W. Beyer
The story of a young professor who abandoned the ivy-covered walls of academia to serve her country in the Navy and found herself on the front lines of the computer revolution.
QA76.2 .H67B49 2009

Practise Makes Perfect Biology
Nichole Vivion
Don't be baffled by biology. Master this science with practice, practice, practice!
QH316.V58 2011

Down in the Chapel: Religious Life in an American Prison
Joshua Dubler
A bold interpretation of one of the most religiously vibrant places in America—a state penitentiary.
BV4595.D83 2013

Mandela
Christo Brand

Ambivalent Miracles
Nancy D. Wadsworth
BR1642 .U5W33 2014

Jeremiah and God's Plans of Well-Being
Barbara Green
BS1525.52.G74 2013

Sex, Dating, and Relationships
Gerald Hiestand
BV4596 .SSH54 2012

God's Planet
Owen Gingerich & Randy Isaac
The more rigorous science becomes over time, the more clearly God's handiwork can be comprehended.
BL240.3.G558 2014

Mandela
Christo Brand

Sex, Dating, and Relationships
Gerald Hiestand
BV4596 .SSH54 2012
Double Entry: How the Merchants of Venice Created Modern Finance
Jane Gleeson-White
HF5605 .G54 2012

Great Jobs for Business Majors
Stephen E. Lambert
a McKee Library eBook

The Entrepreneur Mind: 100 Essential Beliefs, Characteristics, and Habits of Elite Entrepreneurs
Kevin Johnson
HB615 .J65 2013

The Digital Economy: Rethinking Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence
Don Tapscott
HC79 .I55 T368 2015

Shark Tank Jump Start Your Business: How to Launch and Grow a Business from Concept to Cash
Michael Parrish DuDell
HD625 .P377 2013

Ideas That Matter: The Concepts That Shape the 21st Century
A.C. Grayling
B805 .G73 2010

Lean Wholesale and Retail
Paul Myerson
HD31 .M945 2014

The New World of Economics: Explorations into the Human Experience
Richard B. McKenzie & Gordon Tullock
a McKee Library eBook

The American Heritage Dictionary of Business Terms
David L. Scott
HF1001 .S348 2009

Periodicals

Harvard Business Review
Forbes
Fortune

Recommended by:
Professor Sonja Fordham
Research & Writing Center Director

Recommended by:
Professor Jessica Spears
Research Services Librarian

Business
Items in collection: 8,578
Research guides: 7
Periodicals: 97
e-books: 3,360
Media: 1,453
Reference works: 38

Suggested Databases

ABI/INFORM Complete
The database features thousands of full-text journals, dissertations, working papers, key business and economics periodicals, such as the Economist, country-and industry-focused reports, and downloadable data.

Business Source Complete
Provides full text coverage of scholarly business, management, and economics journals. This rich collection also includes publications covering topics such as accounting, banking, finance, international business, marketing, sales, etc.

Focus on Writing

In Assessing and Improving Student Writing in College, Wahoo (2014) noted some good reasons for a university to focus on student writing:

• Writing improves higher-order thinking skills.
• Writing enhances student learning.
• Writing is linked to academic success, which affects student retention.
• Writing well is one of the most important skills, according to employers.

The following articles address the subject of academic writing:

• “The ABCDE of Writing: Coaching High-Quality High-Quantity Writing” by Maria Gardner and Hugh Kearns
• “Teaching Scholarly Writing in an Online Nursing Program” by Pamela Stoeckel
• “Writing as a Mode of Learning” by Janet Emig

Forbes
Fortune

McKee Minute
Jessica Spears
Executive Editor

Library Faculty & Staff
Deyse Bravo Rivera
Genevieve Cottrell
Sonja Fordham
Carol Harrison
Jennifer Huck
Donald Martin
Daniel Maxwell
Ron Miller
Seth Shaffer
Katie McGrath
Jessica Spears
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